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‘Excellent, now I can concentrate on the liverworts.’
— A testimony to the work of John Braggins
Rod Seppelt and others

Once upon a time in the land of the long clouds, something stirred beneath the ferns at the bottom
of the garden. It was a dark and chilly night — as it always is in the good stories — on the 9th of
August, 1944, when young John rattled the cage. So began the career of another highly respected
New Zealand biologist, one who projects a long and diverse legacy which, I am happy to say,
continues despite the bureaucratic pressures from those who apparently know better.
One of the reasons I admire John as a botanist is because he is extremely skilful at something
that I (and others, as we have heard) regard as very important — he can tell one plant from another,
and tell you what their names are. And he can do this for hundreds of taxa, and he can do it for
plants for which only a handful of people in the world can do it. And he does it in a part of the
world where the cryptogamic diversity is stunning. Biodiversity may be a buzz word, but at the
same time biodiversity gurus are an endangered species.
This is not to be ‘John Braggins, This Is Your Life’. Instead, it is intended to acknowledge the
great legacy that John has engendered in New Zealand and elsewhere. Botanists just don’t seem to
retire – but, then, why should they. As Peter de Lange wrote to me: Due to major destructuring of
the University of Auckland, John was made redundant - after which he suddenly became even
more productive.
In compiling this tale I have to express my sincere thanks to Thelma, Jessica Beever, Ewen
Cameron, Peter de Lange, Elizabeth Brown, Matt von Konrat, Matt Renner, John Engel and Josh
Salter.
The botanist

John attained his B.Sc. in 1966 and his M.Sc. on the fern Botrychium in 1969, both at Victoria
University, Wellington. He subsequently escaped to Auckland, where he was awarded his Ph.D.
from the University of Auckland in 1975, on the fern genus Pteris.
At the time of John’s forced retirement from Auckland, John Engel (Chicago) wrote: ‘We have
been in the field together on numerous occasions over many years. John’s intimate knowledge of
New Zealand plants, including a broad spectrum of angiosperm and cryptogam groups, never
ceases to amaze me. John just knows his plants.’
Ray Tangney (Cardiff, Wales) added: ‘It is ironic that you are leaving at a time when,
internationally at least, there is a strong resurgence in interest in morphological aspects of the
evolution of land plants. Bryologists are at the forefront of this research, and knowledge of the
plants is vital in interpreting the phylogenies developed from molecular data. Molecular biology
can only be relevant to evolutionary biology if it is able to illuminate studies of morphological
evolution. If valuable expertise like yours is lost, such studies can only be carried out in a vacuum.’
‘I first got to know John from his remarkable paper on Botrychium — which stemmed from his
M.Sc. and then later I knew him through his unpublished work on Pteris — in those days I was an
undergraduate doing a B.Sc. at the University of Waikato in Earth Sciences and Biological
Sciences. Anyway, John came and helped us in 1986 on the third year paper ‘Non-vascular Plants’
in which we did a field trip to Te Kauri Scenic Reserve, near Kawhia, western Waikato, North
Island — John was a fount of knowledge and he did a great job interesting the disinterested us in
the world of bryophytes. His work got me an A++ in that paper too!’ [Peter de Lange]
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The supervisor

With students on field trips John comes into his own — enthusiastically showing the attributes of
leafy liverworts. The keen students did well, as is reflected by several now with international
careers as bryologists (Elizabeth Brown, Matt von Konrat, Matt Renner). [Peter de Lange]
‘John was an extremely generous supervisor with his time and enthusiasm, always willing to
assist in identification, always extending invitations to fieldtrips he participated in. A particular
highlight for me was collecting bryophytes in snow at a place in the Kaweka Range known locally
as ‘Kelvinator Lodge’. He was also very tolerant of his students enthusiasm, to the extent that his
third year Botany Fieldtrip was legendary. Our trip (no exception) was spent in the field on John’s
coat tails during the day, playing a mock-version of indoor cricket in the lodge lounge in the
evening while dinner was being prepared [Karen’s (plant lab supervisor) cooking was amazing],
then down the pub after the dishes were done. This schedule was repeated each of five days the trip
lasted. It was hard not to get hooked, and I think John’s supervisory record is testament to that.’
[Matt Renner]
The mentor

John has been a mentor to many, and these words from Matt von Konrat sum up the empathy so
freely shared with a great many:
‘John Braggins had a significant influence throughout my tertiary education and it was through
his enthusiasm and his amazing breadth of knowledge that opened a large window into a small
group of plants. As I stop and think about this for a minute (from an airport departure lounge), I
simply would not have this opportunity without John’s support, guidance and encouragement
during my years at the University of Auckland. I am very fortunate to have a position at The Field
Museum in Chicago where I get to pursue my interest and passion in liverworts — a group of
plants I had very little idea about until I met John Braggins. I have had some amazing opportunities
through my profession, but they all have their roots with John who inspired me, through his
enthusiasm and knowledge.

John Braggins with three generations of students. Elizabeth Brown, John Braggins, Matt von Konrat, Matt
Renner.
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John Braggins has collected in many places throughout the world, including South Africa, Sri
Lanka and Kenya, to name a few. His collections have proved to be extraordinarily valuable,
representing a wealth of important material that have been utilised in flora and revision treatments,
with many new species to science being described and scores of new distributional records. John
has a very high standing in the international bryological community and has always been extremely
generous with his time. During my time as a student in his lab, he would host countless visitors,
and has continued to do so. It was through that setting where I had the good fortune to meet Rudy
Schuster and John Engel, which was for me was like meeting two rock stars; I recall being star
struck at the time as a young student. It was through this introduction that later helped lead me to
my current position. I wish I could write more, but I do have to catch that plane, to do fieldwork in
New Caledonia — a dream destination for me since John Braggins introduced me to botany,
especially bryophytes. I can genuinely say my life has never been the same since. I owe John an
incredible amount of gratitude and it has been with great pleasure I have been able to continue to
learn from John and share his company in recent field trips to Fiji — where John has continued to
open that large window of biology. I hope that we have equally pleasurable times for decades to
come!’
Memories of being a student of John Braggins

Joshua Salter writes: ‘My fondest memory is a field trip which he arranged for four of his students,
Dan Blanchon, Anna Davies, Matt von Konrat and me. He took us deep into the far north, in search
of lichens and Libertia (for Dan), Christella ferns (for Anna), Davallia ferns (for Matt) and
Prumnopitys trees (for me)’.
‘John drove the van with us four, yakking or nodding off in the back. We visited Puketi Forest
in the Bay of Islands, Mr Foley’s farm near Kaitaia, and, after a struggle with a locked gate (the
kind where you reach blindly up into a hollow post to insert a key impossibly high), a gully in Tom
Bowling Bay. Perhaps the most memorable part of this trip was the impromptu (it seemed to me)
visit to a scrubby wetland to search for Phylloglossum — night and rain fell and still we hunted by
torch light for this elusive plant. At last John found what he had been looking for, and we climbed
thankfully back into the van for the long drive to our accommodation. That night our late meal and
chilly sleeping bags were never more welcome.’
‘I later assisted as a technician and driver on several of John’s field trips to Tongariro National
Park for third-year undergrads — John’s enthusiasm and willingness to share his knowledge, and
his laid back rapport with students, made these trips rewarding and fun. My enjoyment of these
botanical sorties into wild places eventually led to my participation in Bryophyte Workshops,
where, although my study was podocarp embryology, I discovered that the beauty of bryophytes
was magnified a hundred-fold by a ×30 dissecting scope.’
‘John was very encouraging when I approached him (in 1993) to undertake a Ph.D., burdened by
the inevitable doubts of a mature student. During my Ph.D. days (1994–2004), I appreciated his
good-humoured toleration of my tardiness and procrastination. And now that I have completed the
Ph.D., he is still patiently waiting for papers to materialise!’
John the rally car driver

‘Now of course, as one of John’s students, there were times when I thought I might not be here.
And I mean that literally! There was a flip side to being in the field with John as a student. I think it
is fair to say John had quite a reputation when it came to his driving. Word would spread quickly,
and I would rapidly run out of field assistants through his reputation. Of course, John was
extremely careful, but it was just always at a very high octane level that would make the heart beat
a little faster.’ [Matt von Konrat]
‘My only real experience of John in the field was when he tried to scale Mount Sprent (a
grandiose title) in Tasmania in a hire car along a near vertical road with erosional gutters big
enough to swallow the car. I will give John his dues, he was working under duress, being instructed
where to go by Paddy Dalton. After that, we both (Paddy and I) discovered that John’s other calling
4
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(or at least one that he may have wished to pursue if given another chance) was as a rally car
driver. Paddy, in the front passenger seat, shut his eyes claiming tiredness as the excuse. I, in the
back seat, was not game to shut my eyes. But, we did reach Hobart safely in record time!’ [Rod
Seppelt]

John flanked by David Galloway (lichenologist) and Jessica Beever after a day botanising Rangitoto Island’s
cryptogams. Photo: Ewen Cameron 21 July 1983.

John the scout — Be prepared!

Abroad: John arrived from subtropical Auckland on one of his trips smack in the middle of a cold,
snowy spell that was typical of a Chicago winter but totally foreign, of course, to John (who
departed the plane in a sweater as I recall). John, not surprisingly, was a terrific sport in all of this
and gamely immersed himself in a Northern Hemisphere winter. We worked in the Field Museum
botany department together, and the day often started with a report on the number of squirrels,
which were a novelty to him, or the number of rabbits, that he saw on his morning trip to the
Museum. [John Engel]
At Home: On the field trip to Dunedin a few years ago I (Thelma) was busy packing winter and
summer clothes to take with us and he asked ‘Why are you packing all that?’ Yes, it snowed up on
Swampy Peak — and, yes, the clothes he was wearing were mine!
The legacy continues

‘I am trying very hard to remember amusing incidents but all I can think of is JEB [Braggins, not
Beever] fanatically photographing specimens (field and lab), all the mess around the microscope
(so that is where I learned it from) and that dreadful ‘spider’s foot dipped in ink’ scrawl of his and
his absolutely phenomenal memory of where he has collected what and his ability to take one back
there. Our field trip with Endymion Cooper for his Ph.D. was a total success thanks to John.’
[Elizabeth Brown]
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‘Since I first met John in 1986 I have come to regard him not only as a close friend and mentor but
also one of the ‘all around’ good guys — John’s better than me because he keeps his thoughts to
himself, and perhaps that’s why he works so well with so many people while I head butt with them
instead! John is patient and always happy to show anyone the liverworts he loves so much.’ [Peter
de Lange]
Ewen Cameron writes: ‘With students on field trips John comes into his own — enthusiastically
showing the attributes of leafy liverworts. The keen students did well, as is reflected by several
now with international careers as bryologists (Elizabeth Brown, Matt von Konrat, Matt Renner).
Another side of John was his desk that couldn’t be seen under what appeared to look like a
disorganised mess, although it has to be said that John could somehow usually find what he was
after.’
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‘John’s collections were primarily lodged into the University of Auckland herbarium (AKU) while
he was lecturing there in the Botany Department (1969-2000). In 2002 AKU herbarium was gifted
to the Auckland Museum, and with the assistance of three lottery grants it has now been
accessioned into that herbarium (AK). The following statistics are from AK: there are a total of
14,762 collections by John, 81% are bryophytes, and of these 72% (8,637 specimens) are
liverworts – over half the collection of liverworts in AK has been collected by John. His first
bryophyte collections were of mosses in 1964, but the following year he collected his first
liverwort: Hymenophyton flabellatum near Wellington. His biggest collecting year was 1980 when
he collected 1533 bryophytes of which 83% (1272 specimens) were collected jointly with Jessica
Beever in January 1980 on Little Barrier Island (Checklist in press)’.
Liverwort taxa described by John et al.
Anastrophyllum papillosum J.J.Engel & Braggins (1998)
Chiloscyphus mediinfrons J.J.Engel & Braggins (2009)
Frullania colliculosa von Konrat, Braggins, Hentschel & Heinrichs (2010)
Frullania hodgsoniae von Konrat, Braggins, Hentschel & Heinrichs (2010)
Frullania truncatistyla von Konrat, Hentschel, Heinrichs & Braggins (2011)
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Frullania wairua von Konrat & Braggins (2005)
Radula cordiloba subsp. erigens M.A.M.Renner & Braggins (2005)
Riccardia furtiva E.A.Brown & Braggins
Zoopsis nitida Glenny, Braggins & R.M.Schust. (1997)
Liverwort named after John
Bragginsella anomala R.M.Schust.
The hieroglyph artist

There was also John’s handwriting. Matt von Konrat notes: ‘A few of us became regular
consultants to help decipher his writing, which I think John took some mischievous pride in. There
were times when we would approach the Master himself, and John would have a slight chuckle
when he could not interpret his own handwriting. Well, the curse continues over a decade later, as I
have the misfortune of continuing to interpret John’s unique, almost hieroglyphic, style as I
encounter his collections.’
Ewen Cameron adds: ‘His handwriting is atrocious — he even has problems deciphering his
own writing! When putting in for a lottery grant to database his AKU collections John’s time had
to be included in the bid because no one else could read his writing.’
The photographic legacy

John Engel writes: ‘John’s excellent eye for liverworts includes photographing them. He has an
extensive collection of fine photographs reflecting a passion that extends over many years. It is a
pleasure to be able to tap into this resource and to utilise some of his photographs in the New
Zealand liverwort flora’.

John Braggins as high in a tree as has ever been witnessed.
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Some comments from Jessica Beever

I came to bryology late in life – or so I thought at the time — I was 32. When I told John I was
developing an interest in mosses he said ‘Jessica that’s excellent, now I can concentrate on the
liverworts’ — which he proceeded to do, with very great skill, and has built up an international
reputation as New Zealand’s foremost resident hepaticologist.
Fortunately, John didn’t abandon his interest in mosses altogether when I took them up. He
taught me lots of them in the field, and we struggled together with ones he didn’t know. John
taught me how to fold a packet correctly, he taught me to give every specimen a unique number at
the time of collection, and to record habitat in detail. These may sound trivial things, but they make
the difference between an ordinary specimen and a really useful one. I was well taught. People who
work only in herbaria (and the world is full of them) or worse still only in a laboratory, often take
for granted the skills involved in good collecting. You need a good eye and a good visual memory
– John has both of these. You might wonder how I can say that someone who can’t see past the end
of his nose without his glasses has a good eye — but a ‘good eye’ is quite a different thing from
‘good vision’.
John and I are very compatible in the field. We both want to travel slowly because we’re
looking for small things, his head for heights is even worse than mine so he never gets me into
impossibly scary situations. He has one attribute that I find difficult though – he doesn’t stop for
meals. Only under duress does he make an event of the meal, as I like to do. I’ve learnt not to ask
‘When shall we stop for lunch’ — I’ll just get the response ‘Lunch? Oh, I had that coming up the
ridge’.
And the last word. ‘It’s around here somewhere.’

As you are aware John prides himself on remembering everywhere he picks up bryophytes,
whether it was forty years ago or last year. About eight years ago he chipped a liverwort off a rock
on a walkway just outside of Whangarei. It turned out the last person to collect a piece of this was
Colenso so next time we were in Whangarei he wanted to find more. We started walking along the
same track and he started peering in the bushes and along the banks.
When I asked ‘What are you doing?’, he said ‘It’s around here somewhere’ — they have changed
the track’.
Luckily, I was with him both times as I pointed out to him that it was much further along —
and, yes, it was where I said it was. [Thelma]

Beyond bryology
Moss Man — plant superhero
Yes indeedly, as Ned Flanders would say. In the 1980s a superhero named Moss Man appeared in the
Masters of the Universe (MOTU) cartoon series and accompanying line of action figures. Although
originally a minor superhero, he was recast as one of the greatest when the series was relaunched in the
2000s. Despite his gorilla-like body covered in fur-like ‘moss’, he was a peaceful superhero who guarded
planet Eternia’s flora. His ability to become any sort of plant (and thus camouflage himself perfectly to
spy on evil-doers, or rescue others by becoming a handily placed dangling vine, etc.), along with the
power to communicate with plants, made him very useful to the Masters of the Universe. In fact, in one
episode he saves the entire cohort of Masters from the dastardly Skeletor’s cleverest trap. His main
adversary, however, was Stinkor — no guesses what his great power was — whose action figured smelt
like patchouli (Moss Man smelt like pine). If you are keen to pick up a Moss Man action figure (I’m not!)
there are many advertised on the various online stores and auction sites. Recent prices ranged from AU$8
to AU$340...
— David Meagher
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Report on the XIth Australian Bryophyte Workshop, Sapphire
Coast, New South Wales, 2–7 September 2012
Sapphire JM McMullan-Fisher

Sunday afternoon and evening found bryologists gathering at Manna Park, some driving in (Eric,
Rowena and the Spankers aka David M, Niels, Lyn and Jim). Julie and I arrived on a Rex flight,
having made the trek from WA. The largest contingent arrived well after dark, having left Canberra
late, including the rest of the Tasmanian, Victorian, Queensland, South Australian and Canberran
participants.
Enormous pizzas soon filled everyone’s bellies. The discussions about the pros and cons of
pineapple on pizza was lubricated by a few wines and beers. By the end of the evening new and old
participants had gotten to know each other and a warm camaraderie begun.
Monday morning enthusiasm was bubbling over breakfast and soon the car park was full with
people and their gear. Daniel bravely captained the van, once cars were filled and lunch packed, we
shot off in convoy to our first stop Newtons Crossing on the Wallagaraugh River in Yambulla State
Forest. Jim was in his element dashing off amongst the river rocks. Then it was off to have lunch
and enjoy the view of Mallacoota coast. The main site for the day was a cool and shady remnant
warm temperate rainforest at Maxwells Flora Reserve, Nadgee State Forest, with some lovely tree
ferns. The shade made for a wealth of bryophytes covering most surfaces.
In the evening David introduced us to ‘Chevalier de la Camara’, an early and somewhat
mysterious bryophyte collector in Australia. David led us through the online library resources
including newspapers, the Women’s Weekly, ship registers and more to try and track the elusive
Spaniard. It turns out he was a ‘scientific botanist’ who made botanical collections, mostly in
rainforests of New South Wales that no longer exist. Although a few bryophyte collections from
Lord Howe Island are attributed to the Chevalier, David found no evidence that he had actually
visited the island.
Tuesday was a day of mischance: the last two cars of the convoy missed the turn off so Chris
shot off in hot pursuit nearly to the Princes Highway, through a scenic road with blossoming
orchards and deaf dogs. Eventually all were found and made it to the lovely river at Nethercote
Falls. Then off for quick stop among the blooming Acacia at Pambula River crossing. The main
stop for the day was Goodenia Rainforest Walk, through hinterland warm temperate rainforest. The
mischance continued with me receiving phone calls from a kind stranger who had found my dogs,
which had escaped when the strong winds in Perth had blown my fence down. Similar strong winds
had caused Pina’s home grief with a fallen tree. The third and final problem of the day was
changing a stubborn tyre on Eric and Rowena’s puncture-prone Subaru.
Everyone got back safely for another tasty dinner and two great talks. The first was from Cassia
Read about the ‘Biological soil crusts of northwest Victoria: dynamics and distribution’. Cassia
brought alive this wonderful part of the world for crusty organisms and described some of the
community education she has been involved with. This set the stage for Alison’s insightful and
inspiring presentation ‘Marketing mosses’. This started a wide-ranging discussion about what if
anything we could do to improve public opinion of bryophytes in Australia. Discussions ranged
into websites, Facebook pages and blogs to make ‘mosses and allied plants’ popular to both
scientific educators and the general public. The question was raised whether the bryophyte group
activities should be more widely advertised and whether data from the group should be formally
kept as lists, and possibly sharing observational data with ALA.
Manna Park owner Rob shared his vision for Manna Park, which included images and names of
all the species from the site available on the website. He hopes this information would be shared by
visiting enthusiastic scientists; see http://www.mannaparkscamp.com.au for more information.
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Participants at the XIth Australian Bryological Workshop. Back — Niels Klazenga, Kevin Downing, Rowena
Whiting, Eric Whiting, Alison Downing, Lyn Cave, Cassia Read, Matt Renner, Daniel Stanton, Nimal
Karunajeewa, Graham Bell, Andrew Franks. Middle — Giselle Astorga, Pina Milne, Julie Fielder, Sarah Stevens,
David Tng, Lindsey Gray, Jim Shevock. Front — Sapphire McMullan-Fisher, Chris Cargill, David Meagher, Paddy
Dalton.
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On Wednesday morning the ‘Spanker Boys’ (Jim, David M. and Niels, with honorary Spanker
Paddy) headed off before sunrise to check out a distant patch of rainforest. They met up with the
rest of us at Rutherford Creek, a hour’s drive inland in the mountains. After a full day fossicking in
a protected rainforest gully we emerged into the drier forest where an bit alarmingly strong wind
was howling. Branches landing on the toilet roof gave Pina a start, but all emerged with smiles and
bryophyte collections.
Wednesday night was a long one, with four talks. First was Matt’s mind-bending shape
mathematics of ‘Mode and tempo of morphological evolution within Radula (Jungermanniopsida)’.
We were then taken back in time with Gisselle’s fossil mosses from Mt Field, Tasmania with ‘The
importance of little bits and pieces: Fossil bryophytes from Lake Dobson’. Chris then introduced us
to ‘Aytoniaceae: One big happy Asterella family’. The evening ended on an exploratory note with
Pina’s search for more specimens to assist with her understanding of ‘Liverwort Tree of Life —
update on Monocarpus and ?Riella from WA.’
The last day had glorious weather warming everyone, including a diamond python that crossed
the road as we headed to the first site Bournda Lagoon. This excitement led to the convoy of five
cars stopping and all the bryologists getting out and looking at the meandering reptile, with Matt
getting close up and personal photos. A few red-bellied black snakes along the lagoon track
continued the reptile theme.
We then headed around to Tathra and parked at the boat ramp, and most headed off on the walk
to Boulder Bay, many passing unawares beneath a large goanna clinging to a tree trunk. There
were many lovely coastal bryophytes on the rocks and trees on the way. Some even made it into the
shady littoral warm temperate rainforest, which was well worth the walk. With the sun still shining
Boulder Bay was a lovely spot, and the cool turquoise waters enticed Cassia, Giselle, Sarah,
Daniel, David M and last, but not least, Paddy.
Our final tasty dinner of lamb souvlaki or tofu and salad was followed by chocolate pudding.
An evening of bryological quizzes including ‘Bryologist or Murderer?’ was entertaining. We also
got to share the high points from the ‘Spankers’ pre-workshop tour. This included collecting from
Spankers Knob, Den of Nargun, Dead Cock Den and other strangely named localities. This tour
wound from Melbourne to the Sapphire Coast, including a successful hike to the snow-covered
summit of Mount Ellery and day’s walking in coastal heathland near Mallacoota, but unfortunately
access to Errinundra Plateau was closed because of storm damage to the roads.
Andrew Franks gave us some enticing preview of the proposed September 2014 workshop for
the Central Mackay Coast and hinterland in Queensland. The warm tropical flora with the Malesian
mosses should lure many of the bryologists to this event. Paddy and David M. also said that they
thought it might be time to get a bigger workshop together, and proposed that Strahan on the west
coast of Tasmania might get a large international interest for 2016.
There was heartfelt appreciation to David Meagher and Chris Cargill for their organisational
efforts that had resulted in the workshop, which had given us an appreciation of the flora of the
region, along with lovely accommodation and good meals. Apart from the strong winds on the last
two days the weather could not have been better – warmish and sunny.
The final breakfast was shared with many warm goodbyes. The breakfast sticks in my mind,
with Niels declaration that he planned to have his name ‘immortified’ on the Manna Park website
by sharing some of his photos. Language is wonderful the combining of immortalised with
mortified captured perfectly the feeling many of us had the ‘encouragement’ to share with Manna
Park. I hope this new word will enter common usage soon.
Hope to see you all next in central Queensland.
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Top left: Bryologists on the rocks at Newmans Crossing on the
Wallagaraugh River.
Bottom left: Nimal Karunajeewa, Graham Bell, Pina Milne and
Lyn Cave doing the hard yards in the ‘Men’s Shed’.
Top right: View, what view? Jim Shevock, Paddy Dalton and
Niels Klazenga have eyes only for mosses on Kangarutha Trail.
Middle right: Cheers! Alison and Kevin Downing and Nimal
Kunarajeewa enjoy their lunch at Goodenia Rainforest Walk.
Bottom right: Paddy makes a splash at Boulder Bay.
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Niphotrichum elongatum (Frisvoll) Bednarek-Ochyra & Ochyra
(Grimmiaceae) new to New Zealand and the Southern Hemisphere
Bill Malcolm1 and Jim Shevock2
1

Micro-Optics Limited

2

California Academy of Sciences

The Northern Hemisphere moss Niphotrichum elongatum (Frisvoll) Bednarek-Ochyra & Ochyra
has been discovered near Westport on the West Coast of New Zealand’s South Island. In spite of
being entirely vegetative, the population is large, dominating over 50 m of roadside verge, which
suggests that it established many years ago and has since been expanding by fragmentation under
the tyres of passing traffic. The road is the sole access to both a popular historic town and a coal
mine, hence gets steady traffic from not only cars but also heavy lorries. Because the road is
narrow and winding, the lorries swing wide on the corners, beyond the seal and onto the roadside
vegetation, ideal conditions for the spread of a moss that readily fragments when dry. Significantly,
the collection site is on an uncommonly sharp curve in the road.
Authored in 1983 as Racomitrium elongatum, the species was transferred to Niphotrichum in
2003. It is widespread in North America (Alaska, Canada, and the north-west American states),
Greenland, Iceland, and Europe. It could have been introduced to New Zealand by overseas tourists
visiting the historic gold-mining town of Denniston near the collection site, or by traffic from ships
entering the nearby port of Westport. With its preference for dry sandy or gravelly sites, it perhaps
has established along other roads in the district as well. It could be searched for rapidly by car,
because it is easily spotted from a distance—when dry, it turns a distinctive bluish grey hue, and its
white hair-points give it a frosted appearance.
Specimen examined

NEW ZEALAND, Nelson–Marlborough Land District: North of Westport on the access road to
Denniston Historic Site, 41°44ʹ′16.6ʺ″S, 171°47ʹ′05.3ʺ″E, alt 550 m, on exposed gravelly soil on verge
of road through Leptospermum scoparium scrub. 2 December 2010. J.R. Shevock 36576 and W.M.
Malcolm (CHR, CAS).
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Niphotrichum elongatum (Frisvoll) Bednarek-Ochyra & Ochyra
Loose to dense tufts or mats of creeping, procumbent to erect, ± branched stems, hoary when dry;
on sandy or gravelly soil, lowland to subalpine, 0–1500 m; leaves 2–3.2 × 0.8–1.2 mm, ovatelanceolate to subtriangular, often slightly curved, unistratose throughout, the tip subulate,
denticulate, ending in a hyaline, long-decurrent, papillose hair-point; basal cells long-rectangular,
20–50 × 4–6 µm, ± nodulose, the alar cells hyaline, thin-walled, in a convex group of 3–6 rows;
costa percurrent, channelled, 85–120 µm wide at the base; border not differentiated; margin entire,
broadly recurved throughout; lamina cells 6–20 × 5–8 µm, rectangular, sinuose, pluripapillose over
the lumen; seta 10–15 mm long, brown, glossy; capsule (not seen) 1.4–1.8 mm long, longcylindric, erect, exserted, rust-red, sulcate when dry; peristome teeth to 0.8 mm long, split to the
base into two filiform, papillose prongs; spores about 10 µm in diameter.
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Habit (moist), vegetative shoots (dry), leaf outline (after 10% KOH treatment), and leaf apex.
Bars (from left to right) = 1 mm, 1 mm, 1 mm, 0.1 mm, 50 µm

Recurved margin midleaf, cells midleaf, and leaf basal angle (all after 10% KOH treatment).
Bars (from left to right) = 10 µm, 10 µm, 10 µm
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Australian Mosses Online
www.anbg.gov.au/abrs/Mosses_online/index.html

The first moss volume of the Flora of Australia, published in 2006, included taxonomic accounts
of 22 families, 42 genera and 238 species and varieties. As it became apparent that a second
volume was still a long way from completion, ABRS decided, in consultation with the contributors,
to create Australian Mosses Online, a compendium of fully edited text files, distribution maps, lineart and colour photographs relevant to treatments already published in the Flora, as well as those
originally intended for future, but far-off volumes.
Since its appearance in April 2012, this resource has expanded to include descriptions of 200
genera, along with discussion of phylogeny, diversity and distribution and identification keys to
637 species and varieties. Individual species accounts include Flora-style descriptions, full
Australian synonymy, specimen citations, and notes on ecology and distribution. Distribution maps
are provided for most species, along with thousands of drawings and colour photos kindly and
unstintingly provided by bryologists, especially Bill Malcolm, Rod Seppelt, Niels Klazenga and
David Tng.
By the end of 2012 it is hoped that Australian Mosses Online will include about 75 percent of
mainland Australian taxa. However, the versatility of this medium means that further families and
genera can be added in the coming years as revisions are completed, new species and records can
be inserted and distribution maps updated as required, and new illustrations can be included at any
time. Hopefully, Australian bryologists and their international colleagues will continue to support
this project.
— Patrick McCarthy (Editor) [Patrick.McCarthy*environment.gov.au]
Australian Biological Resources Study, Canberra
(replace * with @ to email)
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Bryologists and bryophytes at the ASBS 2012 Perth Conference
Alison Downing1 and Elizabeth Brown2
1

Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, NSW, 2109

2

National Herbarium of NSW, Mrs Macquaries Road, Sydney, NSW, 2000

Vascular plants usually take centre stage at meetings of the Australian Systematic Botany Society,
and so it was at this year’s meeting in Perth from 23 to 28 September. However, we were quite
surprised to find that bryophytes and bryologists played quite a prominent role. First mention of
bryophytes was by keynote speaker, David Mabberley, who included mention of Elizabeth
Brown’s work on Acromastigum in his opening address.
Brent Mishler, also a keynote speaker, presented a paper on ‘Phylogenetic measures of
biodiversity and endemism, with an example using Australian bryophytes’, which related to work
carried out with a team that includes Chris Cargill, from the Centre for Australian National
Biodiversity Research in Canberra. Further mention of this joint work was reported by Carlos
González-Orozco using hornworts for phylogenetic niche modelling, and Nunzio Knerr used
mosses as examples in his talk on biodiversity research data cleaning and visualisation methods.
Jeremy Bruhl from University of New England, has made a move into bryology. Together with
Elizabeth Brown, he is currently supervising Virgilio Linis in doctoral studies on Ectropothecium
in Australia. Ilse Breitwieser featured David Glenny and Bill Malcolm’s 2005 interactive Key to
Australasian Liverwort and Hornwort Taxa, John Engel and David Glenny’s A Flora of the
Liverworts and Hornworts of New Zealand and Alan Fife and Jessica Beever’s Moss Flora of New
Zealand and Murray Dawson from Landcare Research (NZ) discussed liverwort publications by
Glenny & Malcolm and Glenny & Engel. Judy West reported that the Australian Plant Name Index
(APNI) now includes hornworts and liverworts, and mosses will soon follow.
The post-conference field trip took us to a many different habitats where we enjoyed spectacular
and extraordinary flowering plants. A bevy of bryologists, Pina Milne, Brent Mishler and Alison
Downing, found it hard to leave the bright colours of Proteaceae, Stylidiaceae, Leschenaultia and
countless others, but they diligently searched for bryophytes on sand and rock of lowlands and hills
all the same, eventually striking gold on the banks of a dry stream in Lesueur National Park;
Asterella, Riccia spp., and, surprise, surprise, Phaeoceros! According to Kevin Thiele, Curator of
the Western Australian Herbarium and yet another who studied bryophytes under George Scott,
there have been no known records of Phaeoceros from Mount Lesueur and only one record from
further north in Western Australia. Brent Mishler proudly carried off the hornworts to show off to
those enjoying the brilliant, colourful wildflowers unaware of the microscopic beauty of these tiny
gems! Kevin Thiele joined us next day in a search for Riella in chenopod salt flats just east of the
coast. We were unsuccessful but did locate choice specimens of Riccia albida and Funaria
microstoma.
It was a great pleasure to meet up again with Louise Biggs (Western Australian Herbarium and
organiser of the Bryophyte Workshop held in Manjimup in 2009) and to have a personalised tour
of the herbarium. Wendy Thompson, who studied soil crust bryophytes and lichens as part of her
doctorate at UNSW, is now working as a Perth based botanical consultant. Good, too, to meet up
again with Kristina Lemson (Edith Cowan University) who we met at the Manjimup workshop. At
a time when bryology is being dropped by many Australian universities, it is refreshing to know
that Kristina is developing programs at Edith Cowan University to include algae, fungi, bryophytes
and lichens. Kristina astonished us on the field trip. Who else has an oven built into the back of a
4WD vehicle and can dispense hot sausage rolls and meat pies at morning tea stops!
We really enjoyed both the conference and the field trip which were extremely well organised
and we thank the organisers for the wonderful time we spent in Western Australia. We would have
to agree with Ilse Breitweiser that the conference was probably ‘untoppable’! Membership of
ASBS is well worthwhile and we particularly encourage students to consider making presentations
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at next year’s ASBS conference which will be held in Sydney in November 2013. Contact
Elizabeth.Brown@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au or the ASBS web page at (www.anbg.gov.au/asbs) for
further information. Contact pina.milne@rbg.vic.gov.au or go to the ASBS web page for ASBS
membership enquiries.

Elizabeth Brown enjoying afternoon tea at the Western Australian
Herbarium

Kristina Lemson with the famous 4WD with
built in pie oven.

Louise Biggs with bryophyte collections in the vaults of
the Western Australian Herbarium

Kevin Thiele (centre) in jarrah/marri forest north of
Perth. Peter Jobson (hat with fly veil), selected
some magnificent destinations for the field trip.
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Alison Downing, Brent Mishler and Pina Milne in a
coastal salt marsh near Green Head.

Jeremy Bruhl (UNE) is supervising (with Elizabeth Brown)
Virgilio Linis in doctoral studies on Ectropothecium in
Australia.

The sandy soils of Lesueur National Park produced a treasure trove of liverworts.
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What’s that green stuff?

This liverwort’s range extends from the Western Himalayas to Japan and south to Malesia and east
into Oceania, including all of the countries listed on the first page of the Newsletter. It has been
reported also from Mauritius and Brazil but has since been excluded from the East African flora,
and the one record from Brazil was I think was an error for another species.* The species can be
recognised mainly by its oblong leaves with a rounded apex armed with a variable number of long,
narrow teeth. Underleaves are connate with the leaves on one or both sides, and have two narrow,
broadly spreading lobes and an extra tooth on each side. It grows on a wide variety of substrates,
and has even been found floating freely in a permanent pool. Answer at bottom of page.
— David Meagher
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Cover photo
Jim Shevock (California Academy of Science) collecting lithophytes on the summit of Mount Ellery, East Gippsland, Victoria.
What’s that green stuff?
Heteroscyphus argutus (Nees) Schiffner, Malanda Falls Conservation Park, north-eastern Queensland (D.A.M.).
*Heteroscyphus polyblepharis (Spruce) Schiffner.
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